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ABSTRACT 

This report serves to document the testing of the above samples to all applicable test 
paragraphs of ANSI/BIFMA X5.5-2008, tests for office desk and table products. 
All applicable tests required for complete certification were performed on this 
sample listed above. In addition, we were requested to determine the maximum load 
capacity of the sample. The remainder of this report will show how the sample 
submitted for testing met the requirements needed for conformance to the stated 
test paragraphs of the standard. 

PRO 930 ADJUST ABLE HEIGHT WORKSTATION 
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INTEGRITY TESTING LABORATORIES 

RESULTS 

Paragraph Test Test loads and Cycles 

4.3 Stability Under 125 lbs. was applied 7" from table edge at the least stable 
Vertical Load location 

4.5 Force Stability, 40 lbs. was applied in 4 different locations until a I 0 
Tall Products degree angle was achieved 

5.2 Concentrated Appropriate 200 lb. loads applied l" from table edge for 
Functional Load a period of 60 minutes 

5.3 Distributed 1.5 lb.fin of perimeter, or 270 lb applied to desk surface 
Functional Load for a period of 60 minutes 

5.4 Concentrated Appropriate 300 lb. loads applied l" from table edge, for 
Proof Load a period of 15 minutes 

5.5 Distributed 2.3 lb.fin of perimeter, or 414 lb applied to desk surface 
Proof Load for a period of 15 minutes 

6 Top Load Ease 200 lb. shot filled bag lifted and set l" from the table 
Test edge for a total of 10,000 cycles 

7 Unit Drop Test Each end of the sample was raised to 4.7" above a test 
platform and released allowing it to impact the platform. 

8.3 Functional Leg Table was laid on its top and loads of 50 lbs. and l 00 lbs. 
Strength Test were each applied horizontally within l" of the end of the 

leg in two directions. 

8.5 Proof Leg Table was laid on its top and loads of75 lbs. and 150 lbs. 
Strength Test were each applied horizontally within l" of the end of the 

leg in two directions. 

15 Surface Vertical 100 lb load on surface, table cycled 1,000 cycles for each 
Adjustment Test quadrant, 4,000 cycles total 

NONE Load Capacity Various loads were placed on the surface at three 
Determination different conditions in order to determine reasonable load 

capacity. 1) Operating height adjustment, 2) Static at the 
Mid-Height position, and 3) The fully lowered position. 
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Observations 

PASS-Unit did not tip over 

PASS-Unit did not tip over 

PASS-No failure during or after the load 
application 

PASS-No failure during or after the load 
application 

PASS-No failure during or after the load 
application 

PASS-No failure during or after the load 
application 

PASS-No loss of serviceability after the 
performance of the test 

PASS-No loss of serviceability after the 
performance of the test 

PASS-No loss of serviceability after the 
performance of the test 

PASS-No sudden major change in the 
structural integrity of the product 

PASS-No loss of serviceability after the 
performance of the test 

l. Max load when adjusting = 500 lb 

2. Max load at mid height = 750 lb 

3. Max load when fully lowered = 1500 lb 

During the execution of the testing program, the adjustable height workstation PRO Series 930 performed 
well with no structural failures or loss of serviceability when tested with a O" x 60" surface. This sample 
submitted for testing conforms to all of the applicable test paragraphs of SI/BIFMA X5.5-2008. 

, Laboratory Director, 
TY TESTING LABO RA TORIES 
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